Production Dates
July 26 – 28 and August 2 - 4
Fridays and Saturdays  7:30 pm; Sundays  2:30 pm
Reserved Seats $16
Call 850-484-1847 for reservations and information or order online at www.pensacolastate.edu/mt

CAST
- Robbie Shane Howell
- Sammy Nigel Walden
- George Marc Wakim
- Holly Janah Brown
- Julia Elizabeth Watson
- Glen Elliot Friedman
- Rosie Mallory Kennedy
- Linda Madison Phillips
- Angie Maggie Renfroe
- David Jake Villareal
- 1st Waitress Alyssa Dunaway
- 2nd Waitress Jasmine Clark
- Priest Blake Gilmore
- Mookie Gordia Hayes
- Crystal Juliette Redden
- Donny Christopher Spears
- Tiffany Kayla Dean
- 1st Male Waiter Isaiah Gonzalez
- 2nd Male Waiter Lewis Elliott
- Father of the Bride Reef Cole
- Bad Haircut Guy Josiah Molchanoff
- Donatella Ally Hurd
- Sideburns Lady Amanda Debenedetto
- Loser Guy Julian Sweatt
- Neck Brace Girl Sade Crosby
- Shane Michael Frazier
- Jared Shapiro Blake Gilmore
- Grandma Moishe Alex Spradling
- Sales Clerk Anna Foster
- Club Waitress Savannah Quinn

- Glen’s Secretary Kylie Branch
- Junior Secretary Anne Schultz
- Ricky Bartender Aaron Price
- Bum Michael Frazier
- Mailman “Cliff” Jake Villareal
- Norm TBA
- Travel Agent Kinikia Cooper
- Billy Idol Lewis Elliott
- Cyndi Lauper Alex Eddins
- Mr. T Gordia Hayes
- Prince Joseph Knight
- Ronald Reagan Josiah Molchanoff
- Nancy Reagan Bella Taylor
- Tina Turner Autumn Lindsey

Ensemble
Summer Boyle
Susie Busch
Alyssa Enrile
Magen Huntley
Paige Hurst
Faith Jess
Chloe Johnson
Ashley Kellenberger
Jamilah Muhammed
Shayanne Ridenour
Kaitlyn Simpson
Hannah Spears
Savannah Vinyard